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Preparing for the 2030 Workplace: 
6 Challenges for Managers

Hybrid work the 
new normal

Invest in South Africa’s potentialThe legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray

Hybrid work the new normal 

Reduces operation costs

Boosts productivity

More efficient use of time

Improves work-life balance

Less travel time
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The sense of a loss of control is driving managers to get their staff to 
return to the office full time.

Hybrid

Office

Employee turnover increases significantly when employees are required to 
come back into the office full time, and 52% of employees say flexible work 

policies will affect the decision to stay at their organization.

Challenge: How does one build an 
organisational Culture?

Norms and 
Values

Norms and 
Values

Beliefs 
and 

Stances

Beliefs 
and 

Stances

BehavioursBehaviours

The digitalization of work, coupled with hybrid 
and remote work practices, has created 

interest in monitoring workplace productivity

The tools that we use to work remotely will become the tools that help 
measure and improve performance.

Email 
Analytics

Insightful

ActivTrak

Hubstaff

iDoneThis

ProofHub

Time 
Doctor

Even Teams and Microsoft Office have significant work tracking capabilities
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Challenge: tools vs people

At the moment the 
focus is on the right 

tools

What kind of 
problems could 

these tools create?

Focus needed on 
the right people to 
manage this kind of 

work

Organisations need to create a new, human-centric 
model for the hybrid environment by designing work 

around employee-driven flexibility, culture 
connectedness and human leadership.

Empathy Business 
needs Creativity

Challenges for Managers

Who has access to flexible work? We’ve seen organizations where some managers allow their employees 
flexibility while other managers don’t.

If done without proper communication and transparency, employees may lose trust in their organization. 
How do managers use tools to track productivity without creating the feeling that people are being  
micro-managed or spied on?

Employees that work hybrid or remotely have fewer friends at work and thus weaker social and 
emotional connections with their coworkers. These weaker connections make it easier for employees to 
quit their job by reducing the social pressure that can encourage employees to stay longer

The biggest challenge is the concept of “productivity,” which is highly context-specific. Most often, these 
technologies detect time spent on tasks and how those tasks vary — this is not a clear indicator of an 
employee’s performance
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Manager’s Roles 
are Changing
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The Impact of Technology

Technology is replacing an increasing number 
of repeatable managerial tasks, such as 
scheduling, approving expense reports, and 
monitoring direct reports’ completion of tasks. 
The next generation of technology will start to 
replace additional managerial tasks, such as 
providing performance feedback and 
supporting employees in building new peer-to-
peer connections. 
Gartner research shows that up to 65% of the 
tasks that a manager currently does has the  
potential to be automated by 2025.

Challenge: Managers will become 
increasingly redundant

This growth in automation, companies will be faced with a choice: 
decrease the number of managers or change the expectations of what 
it means to be a manager
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Managerial tasks will be automated away, 
creating space for managers to build more 
human relationships with their employees.

Challenge: change managers’ mindsets and 
skill sets

From managing tasks to managing the full experience of employees

This goes beyond managing employees’ specific responsibilities 

It extends to managing their perception of their career trajectories

Managing the impact of work on their personal lives 

Managing their relationship with the organisation as a whole

Challenge: How do we Connect?

With fewer opportunities for spontaneous in-person interactions in the 
workplace, managers need to be more intentional in establishing and 
developing relationships with their team members

How do we adapt as managers to this more human-centric model of 
management?

What new skills do we need?
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Leadership 
Transparency 
and 
Accountability
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Drivers of this trend

Leadership failures in multiple sectors

Increased scrutiny from the public and regulatory bodies

Growing focus on ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance Issues)

The Green Transition

Increased awareness of prejudice and discrimination (racism, homophobia, 
transphobia, sexism)

Fairness and Equity are becoming defining trends

Leadership and the crisis of trust
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What creates trust?

Practical Implications: What does this mean for 
you as a manager?

Critical Talent 
Shortages

Invest in South Africa’s potentialThe legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray
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Job changes in the past year by generation

Drivers of Skills Shortages

Ageing global workforce

the shift towards digitization and automation

the green transition 

the mismatch between education and workplace

We-working as a trend 

When we consider inflation, real wages have declined = disillusionment

Less demand for certain skills: leads to increased unemployment
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Data on skills shortages

Nearly one-third of employers surveyed agree that the skills gap has already increased from a year 
ago, with 87% of employers reporting they have trouble finding qualified talent.

The skills gap of the future is two-pronged; organisations seek staff to fill the need for both 
interpersonal/soft skills and technical/hard skills. 

Over three quarters (79%) of organizations are pursuing initiatives to address these gaps amid a 
tightening market for labour. (CompTIA)

The digital skills gap comes at a cost. 14 G20 countries could miss out on $11.5 trillion cumulative 
GDP growth. (RAND/Salesforce)

By 2030, the talent shortage andௗskills gapௗin the U.S. alone is expected to total aௗloss of $8.5 
trillion. (PwC)

Data on skills shortages

56% of hiring managers anticipate technological interventions like AI and other forms of 
workplace automation will cause a major shift in the kinds of skills they will need employees 
to possess. (Salesforce)

Employees themselves are similarly anxious about the widening skills gap, with 46 percent of 
those surveyed believing their current skill set will become irrelevant by 2026. (Degreed)

Yet unfortunately, only 34 percent of workers surveyed feel supported by their organisation’s 
skill development opportunities. (MIT and Deloitte)

According to a recent report, 82% of employees and 62% of HR directors said they believe that 
workers will need to reskill or upskill at least once a year to maintain a competitive advantage 
in a global job market. (Citrix)

Challenges

How do Managers deal with this shortage of critical talent (and higher staff 
turnover?)

How can you make it easier for employees to change jobs within your 
organisation rather than leave for a new job

Challenge: In today’s labour market, companies are paying 20% compensation 
premiums to hire new employees. Is it fair to pay new employees so much 
more than established employees?
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Wellness and the 
Employee Value 
Proposition
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EVP Examples

“At Best Tech Unlimited, we’re dedicated to the success of our 
employees and helping them achieve their goals. Our leadership team 
is constantly encouraging employees to advance in their career by 
offering leadership training, team building workshops and free college 
courses to employees who stay on our team for at least a year. We’re 
committed to enhancing the lives of our team and helping them grow 
as people and as professionals.”
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EVP Examples

“Our team at Elevate values the importance of collaboration and 
engagement. That’s why we’re dedicated to making the office your 
favorite place to be. We want work to feel fun, instead of like a chore. 
To support this, we offer perks like a fully stocked kitchen, flexible 
hours, potential bonus opportunities, employee retreats and unlimited 
vacation. Come have fun with us and love where you work.”

What role does wellness play?

Driven by the impact of 
the Pandemic

Driven by the impact of 
the Pandemic

Gartner employee 
surveys: new measures 

that assess their 
mental, physical, and 

financial health

Gartner employee 
surveys: new measures 

that assess their 
mental, physical, and 

financial health

Organisations need to 
deliver on wellbeing to 
attract and retain staff

Organisations need to 
deliver on wellbeing to 
attract and retain staff

Employers that don’t offer flexibility will see increased turnover as employees 
move to roles that offer a value proposition that better aligns with their desires

Wellness issues

Shorter 
working weeks

Allowances for 
gym/sport/ 

exercise

Work/Life 
Balance

Provision of 
free healthy 

meals at work

More leave

Legal and 
financial 

advice

On-site 
psychologist
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Some Challenges

Would things like a 4 day working week, or unlimited leave work in our context? 

Why/Why not?

Fairness in application: Companies are offering new, targeted investments for 
specific segments of their workforce (e.g., additional financial resources to 
support employees with children). While these investments are critical to help 
those employees do their job, employees without children have asked “Why are 
employees who are parents getting something and I’m not?”

Providing 
Purpose

Invest in South Africa’s potentialThe legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray

Managers as “Chief Purpose Officers”
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video

What does your organisation stand for?

Gartner analysis found three out of four employees expect their employer to 
take a view on the societal and political debates of the day

Gartner analysis found employee engagement can drop by one-third when 
employees are disappointed with their employer’s stance on the societal and 
political debates of the day. 

Do you care? What do you care about?

Challenges

How can we link our organisation’s work to purpose and 
meaning?

Will this motivate our people? Why? Why not?


